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San Francisco, California, August 2023
Introducing Kelly Keiser, owner and visionary behind KellyGreen, the epitome of

California's most innovative brand focused on demystifying cannabis and inspiring women

to embrace its benefits.With an illustrious background in interior design, Keiser is

revolutionizing the cannabis world by addressing the need for luxury cannabis products

tailored to discerning consumers. KellyGreen has quickly become the go-to destination for

chic and discreet cannabis enthusiasts.

Since 2003, Kelly Keiser has been renowned for her exceptional work in designing bespoke

interiors for San Francisco's elite residents. Guided by her keen attention to detail,

unwavering devotion to quality, and profound understanding of the ever-evolving design

landscape, Keiser embarked on the journey to launch the trailblazing female

cannabis-adjacent brand, KellyGreen.

In Kelly’s ownwords, "I believe in the power of good design to alter a mood, a room, and

even an industry."

Understanding the significance of discretion, regardless of one’s openness to cannabis

consumption, KellyGreen’s first product Pouch No. 1 (SRP $268), was a scent-suppressant

cannabis pouch was introduced onNovember 1st, 2022. This exquisite pouch epitomizes

the seamless blend of luxury and functionality.With handblocked textiles from renowned

designers and exquisite tassels from sought-after Italian ateliers, Pouch No. 1 has captured

the hearts of the design community and cannabis connoisseurs alike.



KellyGreen’s latest offering, The Candle (SRP $68), was launched onMarch 1st, 2023, and

is thoughtfully designed for the scent-obsessed. Infusing any roomwith sweet sandalwood

and violet accord notes, this candle evokes a calming ambiance, setting the stage for what

Kelly Keiser calls "set & setting."When lit, The Candle creates a serene atmosphere, perfect

for indulging in craft cannabis and enhancing the cannabis moment.

KellyGreen is not just a brand; it represents a revolution in the cannabis world. Committed

to fostering knowledge and empowerment, KellyGreenShop.com’s GoodGirls Guide to

Cannabis section aims to dispel fears and replace themwith informed decisions. Keiser is

dismantling stigmas and reshaping perceptions to celebrate the beauty and benefits of

cannabis.

KellyGreen's popularity is rapidly growing, and its products are available online at

KellyGreenShop.com. KellyGreen products canmost recently be seen on the glossy pages

of the 2023Gift Guide in the prestigious NobHill Gazette. Additionally, they can be found

at Anthem San Francisco, AnthemMarin, and Scout Palm Springs, with plans for further

retail expansion underway. For more information, visit KellyGreenShop.com or follow

@Kellygreenshop on social media.

###

About KellyGreen

KellyGreen is at the forefront of the cannabis revolution, offering the world's most beautiful

female cannabis accessories. Combining design excellence with education, KellyGreen

empowers luxury female cannabis consumers, dismantling stereotypes and fostering a

culture of pride and beauty in the cannabis experience.

About Kelly Keiser

Kelly Keiser Interior Design was founded in 2003 and is a San Francisco-based interior

design studio with projects sprinkled throughout San Francisco, Tahoe, and Austin, Texas.

Kelly is a creative who believes in the power of beautiful interiors to transform daily life.

With a BA in Interior Design fromOklahoma State University and a well-trained eye for

quality, craftsmanship, furnishings, and textiles, she continues to be recognized for her crisp,

timeless style and designs that remain fresh year after year.



Kelly is best known for creating polished spaces that are functional, friendly, and beautiful.

Each project speaks to her client’s own interests, travels, and lifestyle. Her aesthetic is

classic with a twist, timeless with a hint of edge. She prides herself on her attention to detail,

obsession with quality, and love for local craftspeople. From Paris to Palm Springs, Kelly’s

travels keep her inspired and constantly growing as a designer. Kelly seeks out ateliers who

create bespoke products and textiles for her clients and her KellyGreen brand.

Kelly's work is regularly featured in leading design and lifestyle publications including Better

Homes &GardensMagazine, California Home +Design, This Old HouseMagazine, San

Francisco Chronicle, and numerous blogs.


